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Abstract

This research focuses on describing the implementation of Islamic spiritual care of the clinical nursing students at the State Islamic University (UIN). The implementation of Islamic spiritual care has not been done well by nurses. Clinical nursing students are the forerunners of nurses, but no one has examined the description of the application of Islamic spiritual care carried out by clinical nursing students in State Islamic University (UIN). This research method was descriptive quantitative. Samples were students of the clinical nursing students of UIN Jakarta and UIN Alaudin Makassar, 40 respondents. The results showed that most respondents applied Islamic spiritual care well (52.5%). The most well-implemented component is instilling optimism for healing that comes from God (60%). Students need to improve their self-competence in Islamic religious knowledge to become more competent in providing Islamic care to patients. The head of the clinical nursing program needs to emphasize efforts to increase Islamic spiritual competence in the clinical practice setting of learning guidelines through the guidance process and learning achievement targets.
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Abstrak

Penelitian ini berfokus untuk mengetahui penerapan perawatan spiritual Islam mahasiswa Ners di Universitas Islam Negeri (UIN). Penerapan asuhan keperawatan secara holistik khususnya dalam aspek spiritual karena masih sangat minim dilakukan oleh perawat di tatanan pelayanan keperawatan. Mahasiswa merupakan cikal bakal perawat dan peneliti belum menemukan penelitian tentang penerapan perawatan Islam oleh mahasiswa Ners di lingkungan UIN. Metode yang digunakan yaitu deskriptif kuantitatif. Sampel yang digunakan yaitu mahasiswa Ners UIN Jakarta dan UIN Makassar masing-masing 40 responden. Hasil menunjukkan sebagian responden menerapkan perawatan spiritual Islam dengan baik (52,5%). Komponen yang paling banyak diterapkan dengan baik yaitu menanamkan optimisme kesembuhan yang datang dari Allah (60%). Mahasiswa perlu meningkatkan kompetensi diri dalam ilmu agama islam sehingga menjadi lebih kompeten dalam membantu penderita. Program studi Ners perlu lebih menekankan pada upaya meningkatkan kompetensi spiritual islam pada tatanan praktik klini pedoman pembelajaran.

Kata Kunci: Metode spiritual Islam, Program Ners, Kurikulum

Background

Humans are holistic beings, consisting of several aspects, namely biological, psychological, sociological, spiritual, and cultural. Likewise, health services in the world must provide holistic services to patients because the patient’s health is not only seen from the biological perspective, but must be fulfilled holistically. One of the important aspects of supporting Spiritual care in the hospital is the application of spiritual care, which is about providing...
patients’ healing in the world of health is the spiritual aspect. Wardah\(^2\) explained that spirituality helps patients adapt and cope with their illness and contribute to healing, especially for patients with terminal illnesses or critical conditions. In addition, in Anisa’s research, spirituality improves a person's quality of life, makes life seems more meaningful, and can feel positive things from the activities carried out\(^3\).

The application of holistic nursing care, especially in the spiritual aspect, is minimal because nursing services are more focused on biological aspects. It happens because the disease seen and complained of by the patient is only a biological disease. However, these biological diseases can affect psychological, sociological, and spiritual aspects. If only treatment is carried out on biological aspects, other not handled aspects are feared to cause new problems. Wardah\(^4\) also explained that there are still many nurses who have not implemented nursing care in meeting the spiritual needs of patients.

Patients who are sick, especially those with chronic diseases, can experience spiritual distress. Spiritual distress is a disturbance in beliefs or value systems in the form of difficulty understanding the meaning and purpose of life, both relationships with oneself, others, the environment, and God.\(^5\) In the patient’s condition, the importance of the participation of health workers, especially nurses and nursing students, is to provide explanations and reinforcement to patients. However, because it only focuses on the biological aspect, this spiritual aspect has been transferred to the clergy\(^6\). Although the clergy is an expert and has adequate knowledge in the spiritual and religious fields, health workers, especially nurses, accompany patients for 24 hours. It is also essential for nurses to be able to handle the spiritual aspects of patients.

The American Association of Colleges of Nurses (AACN) requires nurses to be able to assess the spiritual needs of patients and recognize the importance of spiritual aspects to health care\(^7\). However, on the one hand, the level of application of spiritual care carried out by nurses is still low.\(^8\) explained in his research that the factors that can influence the application of spiritual care are nurse knowledge, nurse communication, nurse attitudes, and nurse culture. Pesut \(^9\) explained that there are three factors related to the difficulty of applying the spiritual aspect, namely every individual has spirituality, spiritual nursing is ethics and responsibility in holistic nursing, and some nurses are not ready to provide spiritual care, this is a weakness and negligence in the area of nursing practice. The application of spiritual care is also carried out by nursing students (Ners) practicing on patients. Nurse education programs are commonly referred to as clinical learning processes; students carry out professional education in practical fields such as hospitals, health centers, maternity clinics,

\(^4\) Wardah, Febriatna, dan Dewi, “Pengaruh Pengetahuan Perawat terhadap Pemenuhan Perawatan Spiritual Pasien di Ruang Intensif.”
\(^7\) Barbara L Yoost dan Lynne R Crawford, Fundamental of Nursing: Active Learning for Collaborative Practice (St. Louis Missouri: Elsevier, 2016), 414-416.
nursing homes, and families and communities or communities. However, Azzahra\textsuperscript{10} said that the application of spiritual care is also carried out by nursing students (Ners) who are practicing on patients. Nurse education programs are commonly referred to as clinical learning processes, students carry out professional education in practical fields such as hospitals, health centers, maternity clinics, nursing homes, and families and communities or communities.\textsuperscript{11} explained the lack of perception and application of spiritual care by nursing students due to the lack of support from educational institutions to conduct learning about spiritual care, either on campus or during clinical practice.

There are several factors that influence the application of Islamic spiritual care include patient characteristics, the time required to build a trusting relationship with patients, nurse readiness, Islamic educational background undertaken by nurses, nurses' background knowledge on bio-psycho-socio-spiritual fulfillment of patients, the culture that adopted by patients and nurses, habits that patients and nurses often carry out, and the environment around the patient. The significant influence that occurs after the patient is applied to Islamic spiritual care is that the patient becomes more open to the nurse, the patient becomes calm, the patient complains less, such as when he feels pain, and the patient becomes routine in acting without being asked or recommended.

The Nursing Science Curriculum compiled by AIPNI (2016) spiritual care is still combined with other courses, and there is only one particular spiritual course, called the religion course, with a total of 2 credits. It illustrates no balance between the knowledge or knowledge learned by nursing students and nurses to achieve spiritual care. There are universities or health colleges in Indonesia based on religion, especially Islam. One of them is the State Islamic University (UIN), where UIN has a vision based on Islamic values. In the UIN Nursing Study Program, there are particular subjects that discuss Islamic or Spiritual Islam such as Islamic Nursing, Worship Practicum, Qiroah Practicum, Islamic Studies, Arabic, Islam and Science, and nursing courses with learning outcomes, one of which is the application of Islamic values in nursing care, this is a form of integration of Islamic values and Nursing Science.

Purwaningsih\textsuperscript{12} explained that the level of education influences the level of knowledge because the broader knowledge of nurses is associated with higher levels of care and impacts the completion of their responsibilities properly. So, it can be said that Islamic University students apply good spiritual care because these educational institutions provide courses that can support knowledge in applying Islamic spiritual care.

Based on the research above, the researchers have not found any specific research on applying Islamic care using Islamic spiritual methods to nursing students. teaching nursing at the academic and professional levels.

This research uses descriptive quantitative research with student respondents who follow the nursing profession at UIN Jakarta and UIN Makassar. A preliminary study was carried out in February 2021 on six nurses students using online interview methods through the WhatsApp application. Students' perceptions are good about applying Islamic care to patients; for example, respondents answered that Islamic spiritual care must be explored to help the

\textsuperscript{10} Meza Belindiani Azzahra, Aan Nur, dan Cecep Eli Kossaih, “Persepsi Mahasiswa Keperawatan tentang Perawatan Spiritual (Spiritual Care) Perception of Nursing Students on Spiritual Care,” Nursing Care & Biomelecular 3, no. 2 (2018): 94–103.


patient's spiritual care needs, obstacles, and implementation. How to apply Islamic spiritual care to patients, namely by saying greetings before meeting the patient, reading basmalah before the action, reading hamdalah after the action, reminding prayer times, encouraging patients to do dhikr as self-relaxation, encouraging patients to do deep breathing techniques, reduce pain by listening to muratal and remembrance, and provide support to the patient's family. However, based on the evaluation from the hospital, most of the students were not confident in performing Islamic treatments on patients.

Thus, based on some of the explanations that have been described, this article focuses on explaining the application of Islamic care with the Islamic spirituality method in the curriculum of nursing professional study program students at 2 State Islamic Universities (UIN)".

Respondent Characteristic

Characteristics of respondents include gender, history of Islamic education at the high school level, ethnicity. The results show that in Table 1 some of the respondents are female as many as 62 respondents (77.5%). Most of the last education was high school as many as 57 respondents (71.3%). The Bugis ethnicity constitutes most of the respondents' ethnic groups as many as 22 respondents (27.5%).

Gender

The gender of the respondents in this study consisted of 18 men and 62 women, so that the majority of respondents in this study were women as many as 62 respondents (77.5%) as stated in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Characteristics of Respondents</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Last high school education or equivalent</td>
<td>Senior High School</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vocational High School</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Madrasah Aliyah (MA)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pesantren</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Ethnic Group</td>
<td>Aceh</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Padang</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lampung</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Betawi</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jawa</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sunda</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Madura</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dayak</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Melayu</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Makassar</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bugis</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Buton</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results from table 1 above are supported by research conducted by Bawelle regarding the dominance of women in nursing where the number of female nurses is more than male nurses (95.4%); this is supported by the theory regarding nurses whom women dominate because historically, Nursing emerged as the role of caretaking (caregiver) which is attached to a woman traditionally both in the family and in the community. Anggoro13 in his research explains that women are the majority of the gender who choose to work as nurses because, according to their abilities having higher social sensitivity than men, especially being a nurse, means having high social sensitivity so that nurses create caring actions.

Data available in the Ministry of Health14 explained that based on reports of membership in the Nursing Professional Organization.
PPNI) there were 256, 326 women (71%) female nurses compared to only 103,013 male nurses (29%). In the Ministry of PPA explained that the professional work undertaken by women was as a teacher and nurse. So it can be concluded that this study is in accordance with research and other reliable data that women are the majority of the gender who work as nurses and nursing students, including professional nursing students.

Educational background

In this study, the education level of the respondents was at the secondary education level, but came from various types of educational institutions. The type of secondary education of the highest respondents came from SMA or SMK General as many as 57 respondents (71.3%), this is supported by the research of Hendri that the Department of Nursing or majors in the health sector are more in demand by students from public high schools, especially the science majors and general vocational schools, especially the health department, this is because at the high school level, students already have quite a lot of experience in subjects such as biology, chemistry, Physics which is usually re-studied in the realm of Nursing and other health fields, as well as General Vocational Schools, especially Health Vocational Schools which clearly have experience related to health both in terms of knowledge and in terms of practice.

Ethnic group

Indonesia is known to have many tribes in each region. In this study, the respondents consisted of 12 (twelve) ethnic groups, namely Aceh, Padang, Lampung, Betawi, Javanese, Sundanese, Madurese, Dayak, Malay, Makassarese, Bugis and Buton. The most widely adopted ethnic group is the Bugis, 22 respondents (27.5%). Tribes are closely related to the existing culture and differ in each tribe. In research conducted by Ikhsan explains that the influence of ethnicity is very large on the continuity of the approach. Parawansah said that culture can influence behavior, then the ethnicity of each respondent is closely related to how the respondent applies treatment to patients. Ethnicity also influences a person’s attitudes, behavior, and behavior, as in research Sidin explained that one of the most common ethnic groups in this study, namely the Bugis, has the values of matinulu (hard work), getteng (steadfast), macca (intelligent), deceng (good), assidengeng (unity), marenreng perru (faithful), and sipakatau (humanity). which is expected to be able to support the value of providing quality nursing care.

Islamic Spiritual Care

Islamic spiritual care in its application consists of the ability to communicate according to Islamic law, remembering Allah through remembrance, encouraging patients to pray, instilling optimism that healing can be in Allah, and helping patients in worship.

---

18 Parawansah dan Nanlohy, La Rangki.
Table 2 Application of Islamic Spiritual Care

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application of Islamic spiritual care</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Not good</th>
<th>Total (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Freq %</td>
<td>Freq %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicate according to Islamic Law</td>
<td>42 52.5</td>
<td>38 47.5</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remembering Allah through remembrance</td>
<td>42 52.5</td>
<td>38 47.5</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encourage the patient to pray</td>
<td>47 58.8</td>
<td>33 41.3</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instilling optimism for healing that comes from God</td>
<td>48 60</td>
<td>32 40</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help patients in worship</td>
<td>43 53.8</td>
<td>37 46.3</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows that as many as 42 Nurse Profession student respondents who apply Islamic spiritual care are in the good category with a percentage of 52.5%, while 38 respondents with a percentage of 47.5% are in the category of not applying Islamic spiritual care. In the component of communicating according to Islamic law, the number of respondents who applied it well was 42 respondents (52.5%). In the component of remembering Allah through remembrance, the number of respondents who applied it well was 42 respondents (52.5%).

In the component that encourages patients to pray, the number of respondents who apply it well is 47 respondents (58.8%). In the component of instilling optimism for healing that comes from God, the number of respondents who apply it well is 48 respondents (60%). In the component of helping patients in worship, the number of respondents who explained it well was 43 respondents (53.8%)

The results showed that the application of Islamic spiritual care in 80 respondents of Nurse Profession students was found to be the majority making the application of Islamic spiritual care well as many as 42 respondents (52.5%), only a slight difference with the results in the category of less in applying Islamic spiritual care as many as 47 respondents (47.5%). However, it can still be concluded that applying Islamic spiritual care in this study is suitable.

Applying Islamic spiritual care is an important aspect to be fulfilled in patients. Wibawa20 in his research explains that there is an influence on patients who are given a spiritual approach, at least on the level of knowledge and understanding of patients about their relationship with God, themselves and others related to their maladaptive behavior. Research conducted by Amiruddin21 that in applying spiritual nursing at the Barombong Health Center, 24 respondents (80%) applied Islamic spirituality in the sufficient category. This is influenced by the spiritual aspects of nurses who are well fulfilled. The spiritual aspect of good respondents can be seen from how respondents undergo religious routines, especially routines in Islam such as obligatory prayers to sunnah, fasting, remembrance, alms, and being active or participating in organizations related to religion.22

There are many factors behind the application of spirituality to patients, especially in this study the results are almost said to be balanced between the application of good and bad student spiritual care. Novita23 explained...

23 Novita; Estetika dan Noraliyatun Jannah, “Pelaksanaan Asuhan Keperawatan Spiritual di Suatu...
that two factors influence spiritual nursing care, namely intrinsic and extrinsic factors, where intrinsic factors are the inability of nurses to communicate, lack of knowledge about spirituality, personal matters, and fear of making mistakes. In contrast, extrinsic factors are organization and management, economic barriers in the form of lack of nurses, lack of time, and education. Mardiani24 The research also describes the factors that can influence the application of spiritual care to patients, these factors are awareness of self-spirituality, maintenance of self-spirituality, nurses are still confused about their role in providing spiritual care, and nurses do not understand spiritual needs and their benefits to patient health and healing.

Haris25 explain the factors that can hinder the fulfillment of the patient's spiritual needs, namely the limited time in meeting the spiritual aspects of the patient, differences in culture and beliefs, the presence of clergy who according to nurses are their duty in fulfilling spiritual nursing care for patients. Azzahra26 explained that perception was the most influencing factor in providing spiritual care. Student perceptions of spiritual nursing are not good; this poor perception can be due to a lack of support from educational institutions to conduct learning about spiritual care both on campus and outside campus or during clinical practice.

It can be said that the good or the lack of application of Islamic spiritual care can be influenced by many factors, both intrinsic factors where Nurse students must improve communication well and increase spiritual aspects in themselves, then from extrinsic factors where education is an essential factor that affects knowledge. Students, especially Islamic spirituality, can be included in the Nurse's education curriculum.

Islam always sets a good example for its adherents, be it through the Qur'an, Sunnah, examples from the prophets and apostles, and the companions of the Prophet. The figure of nursing in Islam that needs to be emulated by Muslims is Rufaidah Al-Aslamiyah. Rufaidah was a companion who lived in the time of the Prophet saw who acted as a nurse both to take care of the sick in Medina and take care of war victims during the war during the time of the Prophet saw. Rufaidah's works in nursing include field hospitals, nursing schools, nurse ethics codes, nursing theory, and Islamic spiritual care. In Islamic spiritual care, the basis of Islamic spiritual care is the process of treatment, maintenance and spiritual development from all kinds of disorders and diseases that pollute the sanctity of spiritual nature so that they are safe and prosperous in the hereafter based on the demands of the Qur'an, sunnah, and the results of Ijtihad.27 As a health worker or prospective health worker, it is important to know the history and Islamic figures who play a role in the world of nursing to make them role models to become Islamic nurses and help the healing process of patients by involving Islamic aspects.

Camali and the Ministry of Religion stated that students as prospective nurses must be...
equipped with religious knowledge in providing spiritual needs to patients because when patients are sick, it is not only physical but there are spiritual aspects that are not paid attention to by health workers. Caring for patients is part of the nurse's morals, where Islam is present as rohmatallil'almiin. It is related to religious moderation. Religious moderation is an attitude of tolerance where nursing students are present to provide spiritual and not extreme care for their religion.\textsuperscript{28,29}

**Application of Islamic Spiritual Care**

The application of Islamic spiritual care is divided into five components: communicating according to Islamic law, remembering Allah through remembrance, encouraging patients to pray, instilling optimism for healing from Allah, and helping patients in worship. According to Islamic law, the application of Islamic spiritual care to the communication component is included in the good category. This is in line with research conducted by Sasmito\textsuperscript{30} that the application of good communication to patients, the application of good therapeutic communication techniques is supported by the characteristics of nurses who are quite good and also because of the awareness of nurses in carrying out therapeutic communication, besides that motivation also affects nurses in implementing therapeutic communication because motivation is the driving factor for all behavior. The good communication applied by respondents following Islamic law can be seen from respondents who speak softly, in a low voice, are polite, friendly, always smiling, and say greetings. It is in line with communicating in Islam "qaul" as well as therapeutic communication that must be applied to patients.

Meanwhile, applying Islamic spiritual nursing based on the category of remembering Allah through remembrance found respondents who applied it well. It shows that respondents are good at implementing remembrance and recommending patients to do remembrance. Sasonko\textsuperscript{31} in the study of the application of remembrance to patients at risk of violent behavior, it was found that remembrance affected reducing the anger threshold of patients with violent risk behavior. In addition, remembrance can reduce depression in patients with kidney failure who are undergoing hemodialysis, it is found that there is a decrease in depression levels. It explains that remembering Allah through remembrance has a positive value for both the respondent and the patient.

The application of Islamic spirituality by category encourages patients to pray and apply it well. Encouraging patients to pray or called prayer therapy is also applied in Rahmawati's research\textsuperscript{32} where the results of the research show that by praying for preoperative cesarean section patients, it is found that there is a decrease in anxiety in these patients; praying and remembrance can focus thoughts aimed at the Creator. Centralized thinking will stabilize the body's neurotransmitters; information from the periphery is needed not only to respond to environmental changes but also to inhibit the continuation of neuroendocrine processes. Prasetyo\textsuperscript{33} explained that prayer is believed to


\textsuperscript{29} Kementrian Agama RI, *Moderasi beragama. Moderasi*. (Jakarta: Badan Litbang dan Diklat, 2019), 12


provide calm and relaxation situations; the relaxation is obtained from 2 simple procedures: repeating a word, phrase or muscle activity and eliminating disturbing thoughts in mind. When these two activities are carried out regularly, they produce good physiological effects and can be therapeutic in several medical conditions.

Another component of applying Islamic spiritual nursing is to instill optimism for healing that comes from Allah. Respondents who apply this component in the good category with a fairly far comparison with those who apply it less. This component is the component that most respondents apply well. Sabrini\textsuperscript{34} explained that optimism for healing comes from spiritual aspects that must be fulfilled, this spiritual aspect itself can be carried out well by patients if the motivation carried out by nurses is also good, spiritual motivations that can be done such as faith motivation, worship motivation, and muamalah motivation, where faith motivation is It's like believing in God with all my heart that God is God who can give pain and healing to his servants.

Nurse students help patients in worship in good category. Azizah\textsuperscript{35} in his research explained that nurses who remind patients of prayer times and remind them to perform ablution, the number of patients who perform prayers is more than if nurses do not remind, this illustrates the importance and need for nurses and students who are practicing in hospitals to remind and help patients perform prayers in order to fulfill the patient's spiritual needs.

The good application of Islamic spiritual components has a good impact on patients, fulfilled Islamic spirituality can support the patient's healing process. Therefore, it is crucial for health agencies, especially hospitals, to pay attention to the application of Islamic spiritual care and increase the competence of health workers to be able to apply spiritual care to patients.

**Conclusion**

Nurse students apply Islamic spiritual care to patients well. The application of all components of Islamic spiritual care, namely communicating according to Islamic law, remembering Allah through remembrance, encouraging patients to pray, instilling optimism for healing that comes from Allah, and helping patients in worship, are also well implemented. Nurse students dominantly apply the optimism of healing that comes from God to be the component best applied by Nurse students when providing Islamic spiritual care to patients.

Nurse students are expected to pay attention to and improve their spiritual aspects continue to be improved by doing worship, both obligatory and sunnah in Islam, such as praying, dhikr, reading the Qur'an, fasting, giving charity. It is hoped that the reflection of this spiritual application in the Nursing Profession students will become accustomed and apply Islamic spiritual care to patients. The results of this study can be used as basic data for the application of spiritual care to nursing students so that they can be included in the development of nursing study programs, for example in learning guidelines, guidance processes and clinical learning achievement targets in order to increase the ability of Islamic spiritual competence of nursing students so that they become competent Muslim nurses. Further research can deepen research related to Islamic spiritual care for nursing students through qualitative methods and influencing factors.
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